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Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Dallas Autos Direct is pleased to be currently offering this Toyota Prius Touring with
98,mi. The Toyota Prius Touring is economically and environmentally smart. Toyota clearly
delivers on its promise to provide a fuel-efficient vehicle that has the great qualities you need in
a vehicle. In addition to being well-cared for, this Toyota Prius has very low mileage making it a
rare find. This is about the time when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the
one's to tell you, it is absolutely true. More information about the Toyota Prius: For space and
fuel efficiency, the Toyota Prius can't be beat. The compact Prius has a design that emphasizes
interior space, and thus it qualifies as a mid-size car, which Toyota claims makes it the most
fuel-efficient mid-size car in America. The Touring Edition gives the Prius a sportier edge. With
front side and side-curtain airbags standard across the line, the Prius is an even better value.
Interesting features of this model are maneuverability, interior space, low emissions, and Fuel
efficiency Finance available with applicable fees. This Toyota Prius 4dr Standard 4dr Hatchback
features a 1. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Green with a Tan
interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Clean title on hand! Runs and drives
great! Only k miles! Finance is available! Cal Sergio today for more info! Welcome to Gmotors
one of the finest car dealerships in NJ! We have a vast inventory for you to choose from. Let our
knowledgeable service and finance experts help you get behind the wheel of the perfect vehicle
that suits all of you lifestyle needs! We Finance everyone! No credit, good credit or bad credit
any credit situation - we will find a vehicle for you. We accept all trade-ins! Please feel free
contact our sales Team for availability and location We don't charge any hiding fees and we
have great warranty's for you to choose from. Our Hours of operation are 9am-7pm Monday
through Saturday. Thank you for visiting another one of Sterling McCall Chevrolet's online
listings! Start enjoying more time in your new ride and less time at the gas station with this
Toyota Prius. Beautiful color combination with Seaside Pearl exterior over Bisque interior
making this the one to own! Interesting features of this model are maneuverability, interior
space, low emissions, and Fuel efficiency. Prius trim. We do not artificially inflate our pre-owned
prices in hopes of winning a negotiation contest with our customers! We do not play pricing
games. This Toyota Prius is a great commuter car that will give you great mileage and last a
long time. Call today before it is gone! Visit our website at Parkway Auto of Johnson City Check
us out at Price does not include tax, tags, and title. Odometer is miles below market average!
Parkway Auto Family of Dealerships, Family owned and operated since with 3 locations to serve
you like family in Bristol and Johnson City area. We do business the right way and treat you like
family!!! Free Carfax! Must see and drive to appreciate! Call or Just Come on Down! San Diego,
CA We Buy, Sell and Trade! Open Monday thru Friday 10 a. These are vehicles that are typically
flawed in some way. They are typically higher mileage, older, lower-priced vehicles. Garavel
Subaru has been locally owned and operated since And proceeds from each sale go to support
our local community. We would also love to have your trade in. Want to know how much your
trade is worth? We have the area's largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices
available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties
available. Please contact our sales department for more information about this vehicle or the
rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a week! Call the Kendall Value Lot at
The Toyota Prius STD speaks volumes about it's driver, uncompromising individuality, passion
for driving, and standards far above the ordinary. It's exceptional fuel-efficiency is a clear sign
that not all vehicles are created with the same standards. It's not often you find just the vehicle
you are looking for AND with low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and
barely driven Toyota Prius. Come and check out this great example of Toyota engineering! The
Toyota Prius Hybrid offers extremely good fuel economy and was ahead of it's time! The Prius
gets approximately 60mpg city - 51mpg Hwy! Start saving today with this great purchase! Some
of the features on this Toyota Prius include: Leather interior, power windows, power door locks,
power mirrors, steering wheel controls, cruise control, navigation, backup camera, push button
start, auto-dimming rear-view mirror, garage transmitter, regenerative braking, JBL premium
sound and so much more! Contact us today for more information or stop by for a test drive!
Prius is best hybrid in market, super fuel efficient. Please come by for test drive. This is the
Prius you have been looking for!!! Garage kept California Car till !! Oyster Leather Interior!! Full
Power Onscreen Information Center. Xenon HID Headlamps. Full Surround Air Bag System.
Automatic Climate Controls. Rear Window Wiper and Defogger. All Original Books Manuals. You
will not find a nicer more Optioned Toyota Prius!!! Auction disclosed as right rear damage, we
did not do any repairs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Hatchback 2, Sedan 3.
Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Engine Type Hybrid 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 1,

Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. Title issue. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Bought my car in with 30k miles on it. It now has K and the only thing I have
replaced is 2 headlight bulbs. Had regular service every miles. Driven everyday for business
and personal use on the interstate, up and down mountains and regularly maintained good
mpg. Started off around 47mpg and still around 44mpg even after K miles added to the odo. I am
6ft. Interior cabin was a little small for me but other capacities made up for lack of comfort. My
wife was recently in an accident and the prius held its own. Protected her in a 65mph crash.
Unfortunately it was beyond repair. Will purchase another and hope it will serve as good as this
one. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The following chart shows the 20 most common problems
for Toyota Prius. The number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's service
brakes, hydraulic with problems. The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's
exterior lighting problems. The following chart shows the number of problems reported during
each of the service years since the debut of the Toyota Prius in When making the decision
between buying a new or used Toyota Prius, the following table can be used to compare the
Toyota Prius with the Toyota Prius from other model years. Note that the number of problems
reported for the Prius is while the average number of problems reported for the 21 model years
of the Toyota Prius is Car Problems. All Cars Toyota Prius Toyota Prius - Problems, Statistics,
and Analysis. Table 1. Common problems of the Toyota Prius. Table 2. Problem Occurrence
Trend. Table 3. Compare the Toyota Prius with other model years. Service Brakes. Exterior
Lighting. Vehicle Speed Control. Electrical System. Engine And Engine Cooling. Power Train.
Traction Control System. Air Bag. Gasoline Fuel System. Electronic Stability Control. Unknown
Or Other. Other Fuel System. Seat Belt. Switch Year: The most popular hybrid on the road, the
Toyota Prius gives drivers something to cheer about with its highs fuel economy and
surprisingly easy maneuverability. Fuel economy comes at a price, primarily an underpowered
engine, poor visibility, and loss of rear passenger space, and it's hard to know whether the fuel
savings will ever make up for the high cost of the '09 Prius. Toyota's '09 Prius continues to lead
the hybrid pack in terms of mileage ratings and sales. Drivers come for the fuel efficiency, but
leave pleasantly surprised with the roomy interior and quiet handling dynamics of this
bubble-shaped hatchback. Owners will have to decide whether the reduction in environmental
impact is worth the sacrifice in rear visibility and engine power. Getting ready for a redesign in ,
the Toyota Prius returns unchanged. As the best-selling hybrid on the market and the most fuel
efficient according to the EPA , there's little reason to mess with success. Set to undergo an
exterior styling revamp, the current Prius retains its bloated bubble shape and fuel-efficient
hybrid engine. With numbers well into the mpg range, this front-wheel-drive hatchback lets
commuters feel good about their reduced carbon footprint, while its roomy interior and easy
handling continue Toyota's reputation for making solid family-oriented cars. The '09 Prius
comes in Standard, Base, and Touring trims. The Standard represents the most economical of
the three, although it still offers full power features and a CD player. The Base adds a few more
bells and whistles, and the Touring rides on a sport-tuned suspension, for slightly tighter
driving dynamics. It boasts inch wheels, where the Base and Standard carry inch wheels. The
dual-mode hybrid system delivers an amazingly quiet ride while simultaneously reducing
emissions and saving drivers lots of anguish at the gas pump. And drivers can still feel good
about their environmental impact, since the Prius qualifies as a Super Ultra Low Emission
Vehicle. The '09 Prius remains slightly underpowered, but no one buys a hybrid to race down
the highway. A dual-mode hybrid, like the '09 Prius, means the car can be powered by either the
gas engine at high speeds, the electric motor at low speeds, or a combination of the two in
order to achieve adequate power with maximum fuel efficiency. Filling the role of the gas engine
is a valve, 1. The Prius is no powerhorse, however, with a time of Like most hybrids, the '09
Prius features regenerative braking and engine cutoff during idling and deceleration, in order to
reduce emissions and save on fuel. The two motors serve different functions. One focuses
solely on powering the front wheels, while the other focuses on acceleration from a standing
start and recharging the NiMH battery. The battery alone powers all the audio, climate, and
power functions, representing another important energy-saving feature. The sole transmission
is an ECVT, or electronic continuously variable transmission. CVTs generally provide smooth
and seamless shifting because they feature an infinite number of gears and reduce the delay
caused by hunting for the right gear. They generally take some getting used to, but most drivers
enjoy their quiet and easy performance. The ECVT supposedly reduces noise and emissions
even further, by replacing the infinite gear set with one fixed-gear ratio and using the electric
motors and engine to accelerate. Drivers attest to the quiet smoothness of the Prius, with
several saying they barely know when the gas engine kicks in and others claiming they don't
realize how fast they're going until they look down at the speedometer. The '09 Prius proves to

be a great commuter car thanks to its higher city mileage ratings. Because city driving involves
slower speeds and constant braking, the electric motor does most of the work in terms of
engine and regeneration power â€” thus the improved fuel economy. Highway driving involves
higher speeds and less braking, so the gas engine kicks in and does all the work, slightly
reducing fuel economy. According to test drives from , the Prius moves nimbly around town,
despite its rounded shape and tall greenhouse. At higher speeds, the hatchback has the
tendency to sway in the wind and exhibit some body lean. Both the inch alloy wheels on the
Standard and Base and the inchers on the Touring provide strong road grip, while the Touring's
sport suspension offers a firmer, if slightly harsher ride. Owners of the '09 version generally
agree with critics about the tight handling dynamics and small turning radius, but do complain
about the underpowered drivetrain. Anyone buying the Prius for horsepower, however, is
missing the point. The car's appeal lies in its eco-friendly fuel economy, which it delivers both
expertly and quietly. Its quiet ride comes courtesy of the ECVT. The fixed gear ratio takes away
the grinding associated with hunting for gears. Even the transition from electric to gas power
feels and sounds amazingly seamless, with most drivers relying on the mileage monitor to relay
information about the powertrain. Despite its odd shape, the '09 Prius actually fits four adults,
although anyone over 6 feet tall might want to stay out of the back seat. The sloping roof cuts
off about 2 inches from the 39 inches of headroom up front. Legroom, on the other hand, feels
roomy and comfortable throughout the cabin, with The Prius also offers a good-sized trunk,
which holds up to Supplementing the trunk storage are a center console armrest upfront,
underfloor compartments, and twin gloveboxes. Test drives of the current model and the
identical version praise the ergonomics of the cabin, with easy-to-read gauges located on the
dash and 11 buttons on the steering wheel to control climate, cruise, and audio functions. Most
of these functions are replicated on a touchscreen, but this monitor gets mixed reviews from
critics and owners. Many find it complicated and a magnet for dirt, smudges and fingerprints.
Visibility out the front remains expansive, thanks to a large sloping windshield. The rear
window, on the other hand, severely limits visibility. It seems oddly designed, facing slightly
upward and featuring a horizontal bar that cuts the window in two. A unique feature of the
hybrid engine in the '09 Prius is its energy-efficient ability to run the climate system with only
the electric motor. This means that turning on the air conditioning will not weaken the gas
engine's power, and driving slowly or idling will not weaken the air conditioner's power. The '09
Prius offers a comfortable set of standard equipment, which owners paying its high pricetag will
appreciate. The Base adds the wheel-mounted controls, cruise control, heated mirrors, and a
rear spoiler. The Touring basically mimics the Base, but adds sporty appearance features, such
as foglights, xenon headlamps, and larger alloy wheels. Options offer a voice-activated
navigation system, leather trim and upholstery, and a JBL sound system with 6-CD changer,
MP3 jack, and satellite radio. However, buyers should be aware that these creature comforts
carry a high pricetag and significantly increase the cost of the Prius. Comparable to most
sedans and hatchbacks these days, the Prius offers standard front disc and rear drum brakes,
along with 4-wheel ABS and electronic brakeforce distribution, traction control, and dual
front-side and side curtain airbags for both rows. Stability control is available as an option. A
tire monitor for the and inch wheels also comes standard. Bundled option packages include
helpful accessories, such as a rearview camera a must-have, say owners , a navigation system,
and auto-dimming mirrors. Owners go crazy for the Prius, obviously overjoyed by its fuel
economy, but also surprised to find a lot more highlights in this hatchback. Among the favorite
features are the backup camera and SmartKey. Drivers also love the comfortable seats and
spacious interior and find the engine and ride quiet and smooth. Several admire the Prius's
quick acceleration, although others find it lacking in off-the-line and passing power. CarGurus
owners, commenting on the identical version, offer the same praise for the fuel savings,
maneuverability, and roomy cabin. Along with the underpowered engine, the biggest complaint
focuses on the lack of rear visibility, hampered by the strange layout of the rear window. The
lack of lumbar support detracts from front seat comfort on long trips, and several drivers
complain about the annoying backup chime. Gentry Excellent on MPG when you have long
commute. Overall inexpensive on maintenance but uncomfortable ride. Each ranking was based
on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Has this happened to you? We were
driving on Highway 70 through the Rockies and climbing to the Eisenhower Tunnel at 11, feet.
On our way up the mountain, the car's battery ran out of power ne I have a 2nd gen Prius T
Spirit which I have owned from new and which has now done k miles without any real issues.
The car was stationary for nearly 4 weeks and when I came to move it the OK, have a friend with
a 10 plus years old Toyota Prius.. Smart Key doesn't open doors; used key fob instead. Car
won't start and there's a flashing red car on the dashboard. Average user score. Based on 17
reviews. Review by Richard. Review The Good The most popular hybrid on the road, the Toyota

Prius gives drivers something to cheer about with its highs fuel economy and surprisingly easy
maneuverability. The Bad Fuel economy comes at a price, primarily an underpowered engine,
poor visibility, and loss of rear passenger space, and it's hard to know whether the fuel savings
will ever make up for the high cost of the '09 Prius. The CarGurus View Toyota's '09 Prius
continues to lead the hybrid pack in terms of mileage ratings and sales. At a Glance Getting
ready for a redesign in , the Toyota Prius returns unchanged. Updated Nov 11, by Anonymous.
What's your take on the Toyota Prius? Have you driven a Toyota Prius? Rank This Car. Cars
compared to Toyota Prius. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite
Favorite. Toyota Prius Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Toyota Prius to Related Models. Select Year Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is
based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Prius owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Jumper connection under
hood doesn't work. Getting to actual battery is impossible since the trunk won't open". The
radio does have separate controls but they are overridden when this happens and your radio
either does not work or comes on on it's own and will not shut off. Research on the problem
revealed that Toyota does a poor soldering job on the part which causes it to fail. Would have
been really expensive to have the dealer replace. I drove 2 hours and had it done at a third of the
price. Occasionally it turns off on the road on it's own". This problem occurs with age. There are
web pages describing how to correct the issue bad capacitor but it is fairly involved. Requires
disassembling the whole dash board. My car is working now because the weather is warm. I
plan to fix this this summer. Toyota realized there was a problem with this meter so they gave
an extended warranty on this part. Mine went out after the extended warranty expired. Dealer
installed a re-manufactured display unit at no charge as there was a campaign, and this is a
known issue". After filling up tank, gauge says full until you drive about 25 miles, then says
empty and it tells you that fuel is low. Will necessitate replacement of bulbs. That seems too
short a lifespan. Couldn't drive at night until fixed. Have heard that other Prius owners have had
problems with headlights". These are HID lights. Tried polishing headlights a couple of times
but had no choice but replace expensive headlights". I did not have to replace the bulbs. Now I
am having problems with my multi-function display not always turning on. No idea how much
this will cost to fix. There had been a recall on the headlights bout I was a few months out of
date and Toyota would not reimburse. Thought this was very excessive, but the dealer said they
warranted for the life of the car after that". Light turns out at ignition then fades out in 30 sec to
5 minutes". Poorly designed for what should be routine maintanence. Bulbs burned out at
different times and each time the whole front of the car has to be disassembled". You would
have to manually turn the light switch to the "off" position and back to the "on" position to get
the lights to come back on. This became a serious problem from a saf". The dealership told us
that the light was going out. Not only is the bulb expensive, but it is a difficult are". Replaced
the light about 2 months ago - still having problems". That is outrageous". Serious safety issue
for driving at night. The headlights have been replaced twice. I investigated and there was a
agreement, so I got it free". I'll never buy HID headlights again This includes the capacitors as
well. I have had to replace it TWO times since purchase". Dealership refused to lower the overall
cost if both bulbs replaced at same time. Very unhappy with Toyota court re service". Never
seen this on any other car". Repair shop said this was typical of for these headlights as they
begin to fail. Headlights were expensive and required the front bumper removed to replace them
and should do both at same time. Plus the lights in regular on position do not seem to go as far
as they should to safely see anything at night. They SUCK! That's outrageous! I guess 7 year
life span seems reasonable". Had to take to dealer because of location and timing of the trip".
The other one quit working and we had to pay". Fix at dealer was expensive". Service
department works on it, it works and then next thing we know, it isn't working. Can't seem to
find problem". Would start initially but then dimmed and turned off soon after. Originally under
a factory recall, but no longer covered. Very difficult to replace bulbs". It was the opposite
headlight that I had replaced last year". Now the right front headlight is flickering, doesn't
always come on. VERY expensive to repair. The bulb is outrageous". Sometimes one headlight
doesn't work, and sometimes it does work". This requirement represents poor design and

unnecessaey expense. Replaced both. For a couple years now, I have had trouble getting them
fixed. I have taken it to AAA and to different dealers in Atlanta. They have told me they were fine
when they were not. It may be difficult to service the headlights? It seems to be difficult to
adjust the 3 so they shine properly in the same direction. I can tell this when I drive into my dark
garage. It is sorta fixed now, but only after I returned and insisted for a recheck. One reason I
bought the Highlander was for highway and mountain travel due to this poor headlight issue".
Turn the lights off and it will come back on. Sometimes it stays on longer than others. It could
have just been chance. It didn't happen in the first several years of having the car. Extremely
difficult to replace. Very tight space plus parts need to be removed to get access". I end up
replacing them as they fail generally once a year each. They are not easy to access and requires
a service call to the mechanic. Have replaced headlight 3 times, and it only works for a week at a
time. Keyless entry does not work now on half of the car. Even before they went out keyless
entry was very slow unlocking the doors and trunk. When it sits for 10 or more days unused, the
battery goes dead. We then have to buy a brand new start up battery. This usually occurs when
we go for a long trip and leave our car at the airport or now during COVID when we are working
from home. Has been a problem for several years but too expensive to repair". It no longer
does". Had to replace battery". I replaced the battery but the care does not lock sometimes and I
have to take the small key out of the auto key fob". It will work for a while. Then not. I have
changed the batteries several times. Sometimes, when I am holding the key in my hand, the
dashboard indicates "no key". The problem is happens mostly with the dr". It occasionally gives
higher priority to the passenger-side front door than it does to the two back doors. The car
sometimes complains with its irritating sound that something is amiss e. The service shop has
disabled it at my request". Had gauge s replaced". Suppose I'll eventually just put a piece of
black tape over the light, but it annoys me that something so simple as a sensor is so
expensive. I use a tire pressure gauge monthly. Other issue: Volume control on radio
sometimes does not adjust volume. I received an extended warranty notice from Toyota that
described this problem exactly. The combination meter is the bad part. Replacing soon". It was
actually a problem with the seatbelt sensor - not the warning light". Also, wipers did not "park"
in down position after being turned off". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. I put a piece of black electricians tape over the
sensor light instead. Will not advance songs on cd or go to next one. It's more an annoyance
than anything". So I sometimes must turn up to maximum the separate lighting-intensity knob.
Ghastly expensive fix from Toyota to refurbish the existing part, not supply new. Had to replace.
The panel which controls radio, air conditioning, heat etc doesn't function. I cannot do any entry
because the touch shifted. Toyota only offers solutions in the thoUSnds of dollars. I will have to
repair with after market solutions". When filling up with gas, can't get to screen to reset mpg.
Can't pair new phone with system". Seems like it should last longer. HVAC tricky to control". I
can only control the audio and AC with the steering wheel and dash button controls. I have been
told that it is not repairable and needs to be replaced. It has been totally unusable since It looks
good but doesn't respond". I had to replace it several years ago and I am having the same
problem again. I can operate the. The entire unit had to be replaced". We chose to refurbish.
This is truly a pain because many of the controls, especially climate and audio, require the MFD
for them to be turned on or off or adjusted in any way. A bit of research informed me that this is
common enough that independent companies have sprung up to repair these at a more
reasonable price than Toyota dealers. I sent my MFD to one and it was soon returned in working
order. The MFD is very easy to take out and replace, so one wonders if Toyota made allowances
for just this sort of thing. But if that is the case, they should have a recall or simply replace the
faulty MFD's. I wouldn't give up my Prius over this problem, but it is more annoying than one is
used to driving a Toyota. I still think fondly of my Toyota Tercel. Lasted 22, miles and I actually
passed it on. For all I know it's still puttering along. My husband went to a junkyard, purchased
a newer screen and installed it. Touch screen inoperable last 4 years. MFD now does not even
come on, since 3 weeks ago. Doesn't affect driveability, just convenience. Since it is used to
manage temp controls, radio, backup camera, it needed to be fixed. This was, however, the first
significant repair experienced in 10 years of ownership. I experienced it for a couple of weeks
before taking it to Toyota and asking for a repair. Went to junkyard for screen with professional
installation. It controls the display for the climate, mileage, phone and radio. The display kept
rebooting one day and the next day went blank. I took it to the Toyota dealer the next day to be
diagnosed and repaired. Found a local shop that would send it off to a specialist shop for repair.
Has worked perfectly since". The car ran fine, but without the information from the screen, it
was unsafe to drive". This was especially problematic in the winter when we could not turn on
the defrost. I shipped it to them and it took about a week turnaround. Car was drivable with the
display removed so not a huge deal". Replaced screen". For a car that at the time just passed

it's year warranty. The problem has to be remedied by a deal because my normal mechanic
cannot take care of it. Secondly, the unit doesn't allow change while driving Hence, to look for a
gas station requires pulling of the road and stopping. Ditto for: route changes due to traffic or
accident, destination change, outgoing telephone calls that are not speed-dialable. Becomes
blank screen affecting other apps. He "jumped" it and the Navigation hasn't worked since then.
Or the blue tooth". No GPS equals no Bluetooth, no backup camera, and back to basic radio
control. Very unhappy with Toyota". It is not at all intuitive and very cumbersome to use. The
Prius is so well designed otherwise it just baffles why they can't make a functional GPS unit.
Better yet, why not put a Garmin in their cars? I've changed phone twice since I've had the car
and both times I had to go to the Toyota dealership to have them complete the pairing process.
The first time it happened even the service technician could not get it to work, but called a
salesman over because he had done it before. Sometimes they come back on with static, and
other times they work fine. I just have not gotten it into my dealer to check it out. Controls on
left side for audio and climate control have not failed". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Had to purchase new under bumper
dam". Trim piece poorly designed to resist forces when hatch is lifted at the same time to
unlatch the lock". This problem presents itself on all the Prius I own or are owned by my family:
model year -green,blue and silver. Silver and this red Not covered by warranty This started
probably 3 or 4 years ago but it is still that way because I can't afford to paint it. The paint is
rough and speckled on the rear lift gate". Then the painting faded. Paint on hood went bad in ,
then top and rear hatchback. By it looked so bad I had it repainted. This year, it is starting to
fade along the door handles. This started happening after it was paid off. I attempted to contact
Toyota and asked if they could do something about it and they refused to assist in any way.
Paint on the air foil is fading". Back door handle paint peeling off". At this point, the only thing I
could do would be to get it painted, but I choose not to". Repainted the top and rear hatch but
now the hood and sides are peeling". The car is garaged in the winter so we were surprised.
Apparently it's normal in our climate. The car is rusting but then it's 11 years old. My wife
refuses to replace it and I agree mostly. I'm waiting for EV's to be reasonable in price. I may get
a new door. We temporarily resolved it by pulling the drain plug. We have not found the leak yet
but YouTube videos have suggested that the roof trim mounts may be the cause. Dealer says
it's fixed, water comes back. Seals aren't working". The rattle is annoying. It has been
diagnosed as the fan motor going out but I have not had it fixed because the mechanic said it
will cost several hundred dollars at least to fix it since it is hard to get to". Sounds like it's
coming from the dashboard. Very annoying and constant sound". It's not a single source, but
multiple places". It could be the rear cargo cover, the rear bench seat, the rear under-floor cargo
tray, or some other component". Will have checked out, but hearing increasingly over past few
months. Some minor dashboard rattles, but VERY few problems outside that". Once was fixed
but now there is another". It is harder to converse with people in the back seat". I cannot find
the source". Had it fixed twice. Rattle noise in the rear - intermittent". Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. We brought it directly to a Toyota Dealer
who diagnosed that the valve in the cooling unit was faulty and it was possible that the battery
would overheat and die. Turned out to be a bad sensor that would cause engine to overheat
without warning. I will replace it on one of the next couple weekends. Dealership replaced it, but
it squealed loudly. Dealership said nothing wrong, wouldn't fix. One year later, water pump
failed during commute. Went to different dealership who replaced it. Works fine now, no
extraneous noise. Should not hav problems with that few miles". Toyota did not spot it on
inspection outside retailer did". Fortunately covered under the dealer's powertrain warranty
Only cost me gas for the loaner". This was an expensive repair after only 28, miles". Happily we
had a 7 year extended warranty so it was fully covered. It turns out the water pump was leaking
internally not circulating the coolant, but no significant loss of coolant. It is at the very bottom
of the engine and helps the car start immediately. I think it keeps coolant at the proper
temperature to make the car easier to start. I actually had to get it replaced twice because the
replacement part was also faulty. Again, for a car that just passed the year warranty. Two years
later, in , both water pumps failed while commuting. Limped in to remote dealership who
replaced both pumps. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Toyota advised me to bring it in
immediately. I will have to get it diagnosed before knowing what has happened. There were no
incidents accident, hard braking that would have caused this. It was diagnosed as the ABS
modulator. The part was replaced at the automotive garage where I work. NOTE: the price was
with my generous employee discount. It tries to lock the brakes during ordinary driving,
especially during mild acceleration on pavement with small puddles or smooth painted stripes".
Have told Toyota this issue repeatedly with no resolution in sight. Why have you not brought

this issue". Car was under warranty. Dealer replace ABS system and computer. Toot toot
disappeared but brakes tend to chatter when close to stopping". They were unable to fit it. We
also have had a lot of body squeaks etc. Dealer had warned us about a year ago that we had
about miles left. All was completely normal for a , plus mileage car. This is causing the brake
pads to wear more quickly". Don't know if it is incompetent mechanics or poor design". Bigger
complaint is that I bought Bridgestone tires at Costco in November and needed to replace them
this summer back at the dealership. I also had to replace a bearing in the front wheel--bearing
may have gone bad due to poor alignment. During the time that I had the tires, I routinely had to
top off the air. I've had it to three mechanics including a Toyota dealership. Everyone of them,
even though I told the last two not to, changed the brake pads to no avail. No one seems to have
a clue about what is going on. The dealer adjusted them. They work fine". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. If it does I have to jump start the car. I have to drive the car 10 miles every
other day to insure I have enough charge on the battery for when it is needed for medical
appointments, etc". Cost was astronomical. New none only 36 month guarntee". I had the
battery replaced". This is the third battery I have gotten from the dealer". The replacement
battery had to be replaced after several months , free, under warranty. I have long periods of
disuse. I needed a jump. Called a tow truck to do it. Had to tow it to dealer who replaced the
battery. Now it runs like new again". I was able to drive home. I was afraid to drive it any farther.
Have had no further problems since. It was towed to Toyota where they found a problem with
the electronic "brain" of the system and it had to be repaired. This depleted the 12 volt battery
within 2 hours. We couldn't restart the car and had to call AAA. Would't it be possible to prevent
this? Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes
rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion
bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I kick myself for not getting a second opinion".
Noticeable effect on ride and makes a noise. On need s replacement again. The dealership did
both replacements. I am concerned that they used low quality parts made in China. Wheel
bearings should last longer than 2 years. Had tires and alignment checked at Tire Ban. Told they
were fine but I might want to get bearings checked on front right side. Took it to Toyota dealer.
Plus our brakes had to be replaced 2x already and it has less than 70, miles ". There is some
sort of faulty sensor s or controls so that in the winter in order to get any heat the tempeture
has to be set at 80 max. System then heats but also then runs cool. The windows still open. OTC
codes indicates a solar sensor problem. Not covered by warrenty past 3 years limit , too
expensive to repair entails removal of dash. Set heat to high and it will work most of t". Local
repair shops did not want to tackle it so it had to go to the dealer. Took four days to repair".
Blogs show this is a well-know problem caused by capacitors burning out on MFD circuit board.
However, private company exists in Indianapolis. This is an excellent alternative solution. Unit
now works perfectly again in manual climate control. It would come back on if I hit a bump. I
have now learned to hit the area under the dash to get it to re-start. I assume it must be sticky
bearings or something similar, and will have it checked when time allows". It stopped producing
cool air. We tried replacing the coolant but after a few months the problem was again
noticeable. Toyota identified a problem with the evaporator and fixed it. Works fine now. I set it
to ask for heat and it barely gets the car warm after 20 minutes. I drove it for over a year prior to
having it repaired as the dealership said it would not damage the car. I got tired of looking at the
warning light and had it repaired. We ended up replacing the fuel tank assembly, and that
seemed to correct the problem. The shop indicated that the fuel level sensors and related
components were all working as specified". Dealer's service manager said fuel sender likely
failed because he has "seen a rash of those lately" and the model is r". Maintenance light came
on, tire pressure light- engine light -big exclamation light - and finally hybrid failure light came
on. Lost power. Had to be towed to Toyota dealer and it took 3 working days before they fixed it.
Suspect a bladder problem. If I pumped the accelerator I could get it off the highway. I would not
go places where I could not easy on easy off highway. The 3rd time it happened I drove it into
the dealer. It stopped us completely and, to replace it, the whole gas tank had to be replaced.
Sensors had to be replaced and the cost to diagnose and repair the system was high, in my
opinion approx. DTC P and P Dealer wants to replace hot coolant storage tank". We had a
problem with the lower sensor failing AND a problem with the dealer mechanic failing to repair
until we went to an independent mechanic and brought back a written report. The car had to be
towed. Amusingly the police officer asked if I had been drinking since the car stopped in an
intersection. Ironically she attended the same wedding 2 days later. The tow truck driver knew
what the problem was and he was correct. This was a continuation of the front end problems
with the Prius as a bearing fails about ever 2 years. Could not replace with a shaft with

harmonic balancer weight. The dealer we purchased from diagnosed this and replaced with a
Toyota manufactured axle. This solved the vibration problems". Both front bearings replaced".
We left the freeway and at the first stoplight, the car automatically shifted into neutral, although
the engine continued to run. We tried turning it off and on, but it was impossible to shift out of
neutral. The Prius has run flawlessly since. It took dealer 3 tries to determine and fix the
problem". Thus is as big a failure as you can have on this car". Power or manual windows, locks
and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. I would love to send pictures. It's manually set into position and works
fine. It will be expensive to replace". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. The gas nozzle will continuously shut off. I end up
putting cents of gas in manually in between each pump shut-off. Dealer says it's due to the
rubberized". Started in late , occurred at every pump. Dealership didn't understand the problem,
replaced tank unnecessarily full charge and eventually replaced the fuel intake assembly which
somewhat alleviated the problem. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket,
turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Had to have top end job completed". The
user's manual said "read the message on the screen," but there". Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Local Toyota service indicated wiring harness had an issue
caused by something stored under the drivers seat. Owner examined all visible wiring under the
seat and identified one loose coupling. Coupling was reengaged and light went out. Wiring
harness is too exposed from contact with any errant item that might be under the seat. Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Told it is driver error but happens to other
drivers. As with most gear shifts, it is made to be less easy to put into reverse by accident.
Maybe why they have back-up beep?? Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Prius Change
Vehicle. Opting for the high-end Touring version of the Prius brings wider wheels and tires and
a tighter suspension than the car's base version. This gives it better handling and braking, so it
got through our avoidance maneuver three mph faster. It also stopped about 10 feet shorter
from 60 mph. The main performance drawback is lower mpg: 42 vs. However, the edge in
performance could also give drivers an extra margin of safety. There are 6 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Dealer installed a re-manufactured display unit at no charge as there was a
campaign, and this is a known issue" Anonymous, AZ Toyota Prius Base 1. Tried polishing
headlights a couple of times but had no choice but replace expensive headlights" Anonymous,
AZ Toyota Prius Base 1. Thought this was very excessive, but the dealer said they warranted for
the life of the car after that" Allan D. Light turns out at ignition then fades out in 30 sec to 5
minutes" Anonymous, NY Toyota Prius 1. Bulbs burned out at different times and each time the
whole front of the car has to be disassembled" Anonymous, CA Toyota Prius Base 1. Not only is
the bulb expensive, but it is a difficult are" Corinne S. I investigated and there was a agreement,
so I got it free" Ray G. The other one quit working and we had to pay" Alan H. Fix at dealer was
expensive" Judith R. Can't seem to find problem" Lucille W. One reason I bought the Highlander
was for highway and mountain travel due to this poor headlight issue" B C. Very tight space
plus parts need to be removed to get access" Thomas A. I replaced the battery but the care
does not lock sometimes and I have to take the small key out of the auto key fob" Colette M.
Replacing soon" Henry M. It was actually a problem with the seatbelt sensor - not the warning
light" Blake H. I will have to repair with after market solutions" Alberto G. It looks good but
doesn't respond" Don P. The entire unit had to be replaced" Thomas A. The car ran fine, but
without the information from the screen, it was unsafe to drive" Anonymous, NV Toyota Prius
Touring 1. Car was drivable with the display removed so not a huge deal" R S. Or the blue
tooth" Cornells H. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The bar across the outside back between
sections of windows is loose and wobbly. Had to purchase new under bumper dam" J H. Trim
piece poorly designed to resist forces when hatch is lifted at the same time to unlatch the lock"

Anonymous, CA Toyota Prius Base 1. The paint is rough and speckled on the rear lift gate" Dale
A. Back door handle paint peeling off" I R. It has been diagnosed as the fan motor going out but
I have not had it fixed because the mechanic said it will cost several hundred dollars at least to
fix it since it is hard to get to" Marilyn M. It could be the rear cargo cover, the rear bench seat,
the rear under-floor cargo tray, or some other component" Andrew K. It is harder to converse
with people in the back seat" Katherine H. Cooling fan "During vacation, the check engine light
went on. Toyota did not spot it on inspection outside retailer did" Patric W. It tries to lock the
brakes during ordinary driving, especially during mild acceleration on pavement with small
puddles or smooth painted stripes" Louise O. This is causing the brake pads to wear more
quickly" Jay W. They work fine" Curt M. Battery not hybrid or electric "replaced the battery"
Tom C. I have to drive the car 10 miles every other day to insure I have enough charge on the
battery for when it is needed for medical appointments, etc" David H. New none only 36 month
guarntee" Patric W. I had the battery replaced" Patrick H. Now it runs like new again" Robert L.
Alignment "I took the car back to the dealership because I thought they did a lousy job on the
alignment during my regular 6 month service. I kick myself for not getting a second opinion"
Mary K. Plus our brakes had to be replaced 2x already and it has less than 70, miles "
Anonymous, MI Toyota Prius Base 1. Took four days to repair" B B. I assume it must be sticky
bearings or something similar, and will have it checked when time allows" Anonymous, CO
Toyota Prius Base 1. The shop indicated that the fuel level sensors and related components
were all working as specified" Anonymous, CA Toyota Prius Touring 1. Dealer's service
manager said fuel sender likely failed because he has "seen a rash of those lately" and the
model is r" Anonymous, IN Toyota Prius Base 1. Dealer wants to replace hot coolant storage
tank" Stephen P. CV joint "The CV joint failed while driving. This solved the vibration problems"
Michael K. Thus is as big a failure as you can have on this car" Alex M. Locks and latches "The
rubber cover over the latch on the rear hatch fell apart. It will be expensive to replace" Louise O.
Difficult to fill up gas tank "The fuel tank varies in how much it will hold by 1 to 2 gallons
depending on outside temperature. Dealer says it's due to the rubberized" David O. Cylinder
head "Valve guide seals had to be replaced due to excessive oil use. The user's manual said
"read the message on the screen," but there" Jane F. Catalytic converter "prius made loud
noise and found out the exhaust pipe which includes the catalytic converter rusted and had to
be relaced at a cost of dollars" Rick-Roberta H. Gear selector or linkage "Problem since owned.
See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford Focus. Honda Civic. Mazda 3. Mini
Cooper. Subaru Impreza. Toyota Corolla. For space and fuel efficiency, the Toyota Prius can't
be beat. The compact Prius has a design that emphasizes interior space, and thus it qualifies as
a mid-size car, which Toyota claims makes it the most fuel-efficient mid-size car in America. The
Touring Edition gives the Prius a sportier edge. With front side and side-curtain airbags
standard across the line, the Prius is an even better value. In the Prius, a horsepower, 1.
Together, the two produce horsepower, delivered through a planetary-gear continuously
variable Together, the two produce horsepower, delivered through a planetary-gear
continuously variable transmission. The Prius is a "full hybrid," meaning the system not only
turns the gasoline engine off when it's not needed, it also has the capability to run at low
speeds on electric power alone for short distances. The system enables the Prius to get one of
the best fuel-efficiency ratings ever mpg city, 45 mpg highway, according to the EPA. As such, it
may qualify for tax incentives as well as parking or carpool lane privileges, depending on the
locality. Inside, the Prius is considerably roomier than you might expect given its compact
exterior dimensions and aerodynamic five-door liftback shape, but with The Prius has room for
five, with a roomy back seat and Rear seatbacks can be folded forward for expanded cargo
capacity. The instrument panel is especially attention-getting, with a display screen that
monitors the hybrid system and a small fingertip shift lever replacing a conventional shift knob.
The Prius is better equipped than many other frugal sedans. Automatic climate control, a
six-speaker CD sound system, power side mirrors and power windows and locks are standard.
The Touring Edition brings a sportier feel to the Prius. The model includes a "European-tuned"
suspension, inch alloy wheels, HID headlamps and integrated fog lamps. Anti-lock brakes with
brake assist are standard, as are front seat-mounted side airbags, along with side-curtain bags
for all outboard occupants. Vehicle stability control, which can help retain control on slippery
roads or in quick emergency maneuvers, is available as an option. Close this There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn
how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Fuel efficiency; low emissions; interior space;
maneuverability. The Toyota Prius is largely unchanged for With front side and side-curtain
airbags standard across the line, the Prius is an even Read more. Close this. There's a problem
loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

